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A comparison of the properties of conditioning systems
cooperating with the eddy-current inductive loop sensor
Abstract. The paper presents an analysis of different types of conditioning systems that are used with the inductive loop sensor. The purpose of
such an analysis is to compare the quantity and the type of information obtained from the sensors and limitations of that information depending on a
specific conditioning system.
Streszczenie. W pracy przedstawiono analizę różnych typów układów kondycjonowania współpracujących z indukcyjnym czujnikiem pętlowym.
Analiza ta ma na celu porównanie informacji pozyskiwanej z czujnika i jej ograniczenia wynikające ze stosowanego układu kondycjonowania.
(Porównanie właściwości układów kondycjonowania współpracujących z wiroprądowymi czujnikami indukcyjnymi).
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Introduction
For many years, inductive loop (IL) sensors have been
used to detect vehicle presence in order to count their
number, measure their length and speed and also for
classification purposes [1]. The data from these sensors,
which is collected over a predetermined period of time, is
used to determine traffic parameters for intelligent traffic
systems (ITS) [2]. A key element in measuring traffic
parameters is the recognition and proper classification of
vehicles. It takes place on the basis of signals obtained by
IL sensor, which vary depending on the type of vehicle [3].
In the field of vehicle classification IL sensors are used
in a number of ways [4, 5, 6] that largely depend on the
output signal of the measurement channel, wherein the
sensor is working [7]. A key element of this channel is the
conditioning signal system which, apart from the sensor and
the measured object (vehicle), influences the parameters of
the output signal. These signals can be then used for
classification purposes [4, 6]. However, it is not possible to
use the signals from various systems for the same
classification process. Each conditioning system with the
sensor of a certain size and shape generates a subset of
signals that are characteristic for its usage [5].
Many signal conditioners are used to take
measurements [8-14]. One of the most popular solutions is
working in the structure of the self-excitation LC-generator
[9]. Information about the vehicle is contained in the
frequency value of the output signal. The advantage of this
arrangement is that the format of the output signal is very
convenient for transmission and processing. There is no
need to use any analog to digital converters.
The disadvantage is that the signal samples obtained in
the measurement frequency of the output signal are low
frequency. As it is known, frequency measurement requires
a relatively long time. Shortening this time can result in an
increase in signal frequency and thus an increase in
susceptibility to external interference in real operating
conditions of the IL sensor. This is largely due to the
capacity distributed in the surroundings of the IL sensor and
the measuring apparatus.
Less frequently used circuit is the pre-balanced ACbridge [12]. The advantage of this solution is the possibility
of obtaining samples of a signal at any sampling time that is
possible to achieve from a technical point of view. The
disadvantage is a more complex system structure and, in
case of special applications – the price. There are also a
number of special purpose, experimental solutions that are
not used very often [10, 11, 14].

The output signal from the conditioning system that
cooperates with the IL dedicated to measuring the traveling
vehicle is known as the magnetic signature of the vehicle
[8, 13]. The difficulty in comparing signals that are output by
different conditioning circuits that take measurements
pertaining to the same vehicle stems from the fact that each
of these circuits generates a signal dependent on a different
component of the impedance of the sensor or function. For
the purpose of recognizing a vehicle, the most preferred
system is the conditioning system which provides a
separated signal that is proportional to changes in
impedance components. These changes result from all the
phenomena occurring in the sensor and are generated by
the vehicle [15].
Phenomena occurring in the inductive loop sensor
Typically, modeling parameters of the IL sensor are
used in a serial model Z = R + jX (fig. 1). Two phenomena
can be responsible for the changes of the measured
parameters of the impedance of the sensor (both
components R and X ), when the vehicle is within range of
the sensor [16, 17].

Fig.1. Equivalent circuit of the IL sensor, where ΔRe, ΔLe – changes
in: resistance and inductance respectively, of the sensor caused by
the phenomenon of eddy currents in the vehicle, ΔLFe change
inductance of the sensor caused by the effect of the ferromagnetic
core components of the vehicle, RN and LN nominal resistance and
inductance

The first phenomenon is the induction of eddy currents
in the metal components of the vehicle. Eddy currents
produce their own magnetic flux that is directed opposite to
the flow of the primary one, generated by sensor, thus
weakening it. Consequently, the average value of energy
stored in the magnetic field sensor is below average. The
phenomenon of eddy currents results in a decrease in the
value of the observed reactance (X=ωL) of the IL sensor.
Another result of eddy currents flowing in a metal object is
above average nominal active power loss, reflected as an
increase in the value of impedance component R of the IL
sensor.
The second phenomenon is based on the fact that some
elements of the vehicle function as a ferromagnetic core.
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This leads to a local increase in the combined flux and
thereby causes an increase in the average energy stored in
the magnetic field. This phenomenon is observed as an
increase in the measured reactance of the IL sensor over
which the vehicle is moving.
Both phenomena occur simultaneously when the vehicle
is moving through the IL sensor field. Depending on the
shape of the chassis, components of the vehicle, its
distance to the IL sensor, structure, properties of the
metals, the occurrence of these phenomena can vary in
intensity [7].
Methodology
Tests of various conditioning systems were conducted in
laboratory conditions. Figure 2 contains a diagram of a test
bench designed to test the conditioning systems. The
inductive loop (IL) was permanently installed in the model
road on which model of the vehicle (scale 1:15) was
positioned. The IL was connected to the tested conditioning
system (CSUT) by means of a transformer (Tr) used for
galvanic separation (which is a standard approach). The
vehicle was moved using a linear positioner. All
measurements were taken in static conditions (shiftmeasurement-shift mode) with the moving step of the
vehicle amounting to 1 mm. In each case, the position of
the vehicle relative to the sensor was ±0.2 mm. The output
signal (magnetic profile) of the CSUT was measured and
recorded using a PC.

Fig.2. Test bench block diagram, where: IL – inductive loop sensor,
Tr – transformer, CSUT – conditioning system under test

A LCR precision meter [18] was used to provide
reference (resistance R and reactance X). The adopted
research methodology involved obtaining output signals
from CSUT and comparing them with the signal obtained
from the reference instrument. In order to avoid the
influence of frequency, all comparative tests were carried
out at the same frequency of excitation signal: 49.5 kHz.
Inductive loop conditioning systems
As mentioned in the introduction, conditioning systems
have been used to cooperate with the IL sensor. These
systems differed in their principle of operation. The use of
different systems is due to many reasons, including the
price, the target application (vehicle detection, vehicle class
recognition), knowledge and skill of the designers adopted
in different environments.
Depending on the system used, the type of the obtained
information can vary. The most desirable system is one that
can provide the maximum amount of information about the
vehicle. Such a conditioning system must be able to
separate the changes in the impedance components from
all the phenomena occurring in the sensor magnetic field.
This paper presents the effect of the four types of systems
cooperating with inductive loop. It highlights their
advantages, disadvantages and conditions in which they
operate. These systems are: LC-generator, a system based
on resonance frequency, pre-balanced AC-bridge with the
synchronous demodulation measurement channel and a
new system that allows independent measurement of the
changes in the IL impedance components.
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LC-generator conditioning system
The most commonly used structure of the IL signal
conditioning is a sine-wave resonance LC-generator. LCgenerators can be realized based on the known structure of
the main generators of Hartley, Meissner and Colpitts (Fig.
3a). Information about the measured object (vehicle) is
included in the generator output frequency fgen.
Figure 3b shows normalized-to-1 exemplary signals of
changes in IL impedance components (R and |X| obtained
from a precision impedance meter [18]) and the output
frequency of Colpitts oscillator.
a)

b)

Fig.3. a) Colpitts LC-generator; b) the comparison reference signal
normalized-to-1 changes in resistance R, and absolute value of
changes reactance |X| of IL-sensor with the fgen – Colpitts oscillator
output frequency signal
a)

b)

Fig.4. a) System based on resonance frequency, b) normalized-to1 URMS signal, R and |X| - normalized-to-1 respectively resistance
and absolute value of IL reactance
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It can be seen that the output signal of the generator
(fgen) is proportional to the reactance |X|. The information
contained in the R signal at the output of the LC-generator
is lost.
System based on resonance frequency
A slightly different structure than the LC-generator
system is based on a shift in resonance frequency. It is
different from the LC-generator in that the resonant circuit
comprising a IL is excited by an external, adjustable sinegenerator. This sine-generator is usually a voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) which allows to maintain the
optimal operating point of the IL conditioning system.
This point coincides with the resonant frequency. A
vehicle passing in the IL sensor field shifts the resonance
frequency and this causes a change in the voltage
measured at the resonant circuit.
The URMS value of the measured voltage on the limitation
resistor Rd (Fig. 4a) when the vehicle travels through the IL
field is illustrated in Figure 4b. The parameters of the IL
impedance changes measured previously are also shown.
Normalized-to-1 voltage signal URMS is much different in its
shape both in the signal changes in the resistance R and
reactance |X|.
AC-Bridge base system
One of the most common conditioning systems is the
pre-balanced AC-bridge base system, shown in Figure 5. It
is not as popular in the applications of IL as the LCgenerator, especially in detection systems where the only
required information is the presence of the vehicle in the IL
sensor area. Due to the nature of the inductive sensor, a
Maxwell-Wien bridge is often used in a wide frequency
range, as an unbalanced bridge [1, 9, 7, 12].

Fig.6. Normalized-to-1 the outputs of the signal conditioner,
wherein the URe obtained for the position 1 of switch, the UIm
obtained for position 2 of switch (drawn on fig. 5)

Converter of parameters changes in inductive loop
sensor impedance components to voltage signals
In [15] an analog system and method of IL signal
conditioning which allows to independently measure the
changes in the sensor impedance components is proposed.
The idea of a conditioning system is presented in Figure 7.

Fig.7. System block diagram of the conditioner with separate signal
changes in the sensor impedance component; where QD quadrature demodulator; RA and Rφ are used to adjust the system
balance

Fig.5. Conditioning system based on the Maxwell-Wien bridge,
where: SD - synchronous demodulator, LPF - low-pass filter; PS90
- 90 degrees phase shifter

Assuming that the sensor is not affected by vehicle, the
balance of the bridge is obtained. In the case of perfectly
balanced bridge, the bridge output voltage is zero. At the
moment when the vehicle appears in the area of impact IL
sensor, the bridge is unbalanced and the output voltage
depends on both the changes in resistance and reactance
of IL sensor. If the measuring channel is synchronous
demodulated, depending on the phase shift angle of voltage
US (Fig. 5), the obtained signals are proportional to the real
component or imaginary component of the output voltage of
the bridge. The examples of voltage measurements after
demodulation are shown in Figure 6. It presents the
measurement results of voltages respectively for the 0
phase shift (URe) and 90 degrees (|UIm|).
Experiments have also shown that the proper setting of
the phase shifter allows to obtain signals similar to the R or
X signal. However, the problem lies in the non-linearity of
the resistance and reactance converting process to
complex output voltage of the AC-bridge. This can be
considered as motivation for further work on new
conditioning systems.

Fig.8. The quadrature demodulation output voltage signals UR and
UX and resistance and reactance reference measurements

The system is composed of an adjusting amplitude and
phase circuit, AC-current with a constant rms-value realized
on an operational amplifier used to stimulate the IL sensor.
The quadrature demodulator (QD) is composed of two
synchronous demodulators. The signals synchronizing the
demodulators have a 90-degree phase shift and are
generated using the PLL method. The voltage Us is the
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voltage synchronizing the quadrature demodulation
process.
The presented system responds independently to both
complex impedance of IL parameters and thus can increase
the reliability of vehicle classification through the increase in
data measured [13].
The output signals of the quadrature demodulator in the
proposed system are therefore proportional to changes in
the impedance components of the IL sensor.
Exemplary results of the measurements of QD output
voltages are shown in Figure 8. Normalized-to-1 voltage UR
and UX signal are proportional to the measured resistance R
and reactance X of the IL sensor. These measurements
were also taken using the test bench (Fig. 2).
This conditioning system has also been used for
measurements in real traffic conditions [7, 13, 15].
Conclusions
This paper presents four types of conditioning signal
systems that can interact with IL sensors. Each of these
systems can generate so-called magnetic signature of
vehicle and a generalized shape of its chassis. The
magnetic signature of the signal allows to implement these
systems in vehicle classification systems, because its
shape is characteristic to the type of vehicle. It was shown
that the signals obtained using each of the systems are in
different ways dependent on the parameter changes in the
impedance of the IL sensor.
This paper presents different types of systems built by
the authors, but also used in research and commercial
applications. It shows the signals obtained from these
systems, compared with reference signals obtained from an
impedance meter. These comparisons illustrate a difference
between the signals and the reference signals both in
shape and number.
The paper presents a new method of measuring
independent parameter changes of the impedance of IL
sensor which uses an electronic system.
Only by converting impedance component changes to
voltage affords to obtain the maximum amount of
information from that process. Thanks to this, the authors
can hope that the use of this system will improve the quality
of classifying vehicles which the authors intend to take up in
the next stage.
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